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Abstract: 

 

Any society to govern themselves and achieve happiness requires certain needs 

such as social, economic and cultural. Quaran is a unique source that brings  

these special system for human. "We have sent down to thee the Book 

explaining all things, a guidance and mercy and good tidings for the Muslims" 

(Surah nahl, verse 89)therea are  a set of indicators  for evaluation of rural 

development .This study seeks to analyze the factors derived from the Koran. 

The population are  rural areas of Sistan.  The size of sample is 40  accordind 

sharp formula.Kruskal-Wallis test, and logistic regression was used to test the 

hypotheses. The results show there are significant difference  in rural 

development according quaran cators. social dimension has played an average 

of 87/3 greatest role in rural development of  25 economic indicators, social 

indicators and 10 indicators, 33 environmental,. Thus, how quaran pay attention 

to social and social relation ship and social  foundation is  basic factor for other 

dimention such as economic , and environmental.so quaran indicators cause 

difference in rural developmen. and with regard to the importance of heavenly 

and divine guidance of the Holy Quran, the extracted parameters can be an 

alternative to the Western Development Indicators and more suggestions are 

offered.  
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